
GREENSIDE FILM FACTORY
The Year of Going Places

2021-2022

STAR Day Planning: Summer Term 2 - 2022 Class Teacher: Laura Vandepas
Class Film Text: Mary Poppins Class Book/ Text: Mary Poppins Comes Back by P.L. Travers

WEEK 1 THEME/ Hook: Meet Mary
Monday 6th June - Wednesday 8th June
Learning Experiences/Context of the film:
When hard-working banker Mr. Banks and his suffragette wife employ a new
nanny to look after their two children, Jane and Michael, the family could never
have imagined the magic that would take place once they let Mary Poppins
through their front door. Along with Burt –a local chimney sweep – and a whole
host of other characters, Jane and Michael are transported on adventures
across Edwardian London and far beyond! Everything may seem much more fun
with Mary Poppins for the children, but seeing the lighter side of life seems a lot
harder for their father.
This week we will explore the character of Mary Poppins and how she brings
magic into the life of the children. This film is about someone who has a very
positive outlook on life and helps others to see a sense of joy in everything. We
will capture that joy this week and share the love of Mary Poppins.

Knowledge Harvest – what do we know already?
Big questions for our display – what do we want to find out?
Context - what is the context of our film? What was happening in the world at
the time?
We will watch the film and pick out the main themes and ideas that we notice.
We will make creative items for our class display based on the film during the
afternoon.

Immersion experience:
This week we will participate in an immersive experience that is all about
cleanliness - just as Mary would want! We will look at our classroom and begin
to explore how we can make it beautiful with a range of artwork, as well as
keeping it neat and tidy. As Mary says, ‘Cleaning is not a spectator sport.’ We
will be sure to keep this in mind as we make our classroom look spic and span!

English:
Writing Experience:
At the beginning of the film, we meet Michael and Jane who are desperate for a
Nanny with specific qualities. Together they write a letter, asking for the perfect
nanny. In Year 1, we will write our own advertisements, asking for a nanny that
would be perfect for us! We will ask ourselves what sort of qualities we would

Skills:

Independence Organisation Resilience Reflection Team Work

Reading Tree Skills: (Ongoing selection through the half term)
● continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of books
● reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of

purposes
● increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books
● recommending books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for their

choices
● identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide range of

writing
● making comparisons within and across books
● learning a wider range of poetry by heart
● preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding

through intonation, tone and volume so that the meaning is clear to an audience
● understand what they read by:

○ checking that the book makes sense to them, discussing their
understanding and exploring the meaning of words in context

○ asking questions to improve their understanding
○ drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and

motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence
○ predicting what might happen from details stated and implied
○ summarising the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph,

identifying key details that support the main ideas
○ identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to meaning

● add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and denominators that are
multiples of the same number

● write sentences by:
○ saying out loud what they are going to write about
○ composing a sentence orally before writing it
○ sequencing sentences to form short narratives
○ re-reading what they have written to check that it makes sense

● leaving spaces between words



want a nanny to have and begin to write a list, using bullet points, to help us
narrow down ideas. Once we have created our list, we will explore how we can
turn that into an advertisement for a nanny. Year 1 students will begin to explore
the different features of an advertisement such as heading, catchy slogan, facts,
images etc.
Once we have written our advertisements and found that perfect nanny, we will
need the nanny to have a magic bag, just like Mary Poppins. Year 1’s will begin
to decide what they want their nanny to have in the magic bag and draw images
to represent it. Once the images are completed, they will write down the items in
the bag, using the connective of ‘because’ to give reason for their choice. I
cannot wait to see what magic items are found in each nanny’s bag!

GPS:
Using bullet points in writing.

Reading Tree:
Reading Domain:
We will continue our reading tree sessions, where we read with students 3 times
a week at their individual level.
Reading Domain: 1a draw on knowledge of vocabulary to understand texts.

Maths in the Movies / STEAM:
Maths:
Maths through film - this week we will further explore number and place value
with Mary Poppins. We will look at different stills from the film, such as a still with
all of the kites, a still with all of the flowers, a still with the penguins and begin to
estimate how many kites, flowers or penguins are in each still. Once we have
predicted our estimation we will look at how we partition those numbers and
create them using dienes.

Arithmetic:
This half term in our STEAM Groups, we will be developing our knowledge of
addition and subtraction strategies. Each week we will build on our knowledge
about both concepts and begin to compare the two.
This week we will look at subtraction and how we use a number line to solve
subtraction problems, without crossing 10s.

Class display:
This week we will create art pieces for our classroom display. Our written
advertisements for a nanny will also go up on a display.

● joining words and joining clauses using and
● beginning to punctuate sentences using a capital letter and a full stop, question

mark or exclamation mark
● using a capital letter for names of people, places, the days of the week, and the

personal pronoun ‘I’
● using further organisational and presentational devices to structure text and to

guide the reader [for example, headings, bullet points, underlining]
● students should be taught to:  count to and across 100, forwards and backwards,

beginning with 0 or 1, or from any given number
● count, read and write numbers to 100 in numerals;
● count in multiples of twos, fives and tens  given a number,
● identify one more and one less
● identify and represent numbers using objects and pictorial representations

including the number line,
● and use the language of: equal to, more than, less than (fewer), most, least
● read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in numerals and words.
● read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+),

subtraction (–) and equals (=) signs
● represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20
● add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero
● solve one-step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete

objects and pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = –
9.



Friday 10th June
Learning Experiences
Friday Big Write:
Each week we will listen to another song from the film Mary Poppins. We will
dissect the song and try to understand what the lyrics mean and how it makes
us feel.
This week we will examine the song, ‘The Perfect Nanny’ which is sung by
Michael, Jane and Mr. Banks. What does this song talk about? Why are they
singing it? How does this song make you feel or think about? What emotions
does it bring out in you? How does the inclusion of music help us understand the
story or develop it more?

Messy Maths:
This week in Messy Maths we will explore partitioning numbers to 100.

PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)
This half-term we will be working on our athletic skills, in preparation for our
Greenside Sports Day. Our Athletics focus will be hurdles, standing jump and
howler throw. Students will look at different techniques and strategies to help
them prepare for these athletic events.

Skills:
● write sentences by:

● saying out loud what they are going to write about
● composing a sentence orally before writing it
● sequencing sentences to form short narratives
● re-reading what they have written to check that it makes sense
● identify and represent numbers using objects and pictorial representations

including the number line, and use the language of: equal to, more than, less
than (fewer), most, least

● master basic movements including running, jumping, throwing and catching,
as well as developing balance, agility and co-ordination, and begin to apply
these in a range of activities

WEEK 2 THEME/ Hook: Let’s Go Fly A Kite
Monday 13th June - Wednesday 15th June
Learning Experiences/Context of the film:
This week is all about kites! In the film, kites are seen everywhere! So it will be
Year 1’s turn, so ‘let’s go fly a kite!’
Colour plays a big part in this moment in the film. We will discuss how colour is
an important feature in film, and how it can change the way a film is perceived.
We will look at questions such as, Do the colours change when the story is in a
different setting? Are any colours associated with particular characters? How
important do you think the colours are in the film? What would the film have
been like in black and white or in just one colour?

Skills:

Independence Organisation Resilience Reflection Team Work

● continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of books
● reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of

purposes
● increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books



Immersion experience:
Together with Year 2, we will participate in a kite flying competition. We will
create a kite, using a range of different materials and see which kites are able
to fly the highest, longest and do the most tricks. What material and design
worked best for the kites?

English:
Writing Experience:
We will begin by discussing our own experiences with kites - has anyone ever
seen a kite before? Has anyone ever flown a kite? Where? When? With who?
We will begin to ask ourselves the questions of how a kite flies and what is the
perfect day to fly a kite.
Once we have made our wonderful kites, we will begin to look at instruction
writing and write instructions on how to create a kite. What materials will we
need? What is step 1, 2, 3, 4 etc? We will use our understanding of time
vocabulary and bossy (imperative) verbs as well as the importance of using
simple, precise language and in chronological order.

GPS:
We will be exploring imperative verbs and how they differ from regular verbs.
We will use this knowledge to write our instructions about creating a kite.

Reading Tree:
We will continue our reading tree sessions, where we read with students 3
times a week at their individual level.
Reading Domain: 1b identify / explain key aspects of fiction and non-fiction
texts, such as characters, events, titles and information.

Maths in the Movies / STEAM:
Maths:
This week we will spot lots of kites flying in the sky, using a still from Mary
Poppins. However, we will notice that these kites all have numbers on them -
numbers from 0 to 100. We will have to compare these numbers and place
them in order from smallest to largest. Once we have completed this, we will
group large numbers into groups of 10 and count on. For example, if we have
the number 54, we will make 5 groups of 10 and count on from 50 to make 54.
Making students count in groups of 10’s will allow them to count and order
numbers faster, just as a kite flies fast in the sky. Can students use this
technique of grouping 10’s and counting on to order numbers? Do they notice a
pattern?
This half term we will collate all of the work we have done with art, but digitally
and with fine art. We will use Mary Poppins as our motivation, by taking a still
from the film:

● recommending books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for their
choices

● identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide range of
writing

● making comparisons within and across books
● learning a wider range of poetry by heart
● preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding

through intonation, tone and volume so that the meaning is clear to an audience
● understand what they read by:

○ checking that the book makes sense to them, discussing their
understanding and exploring the meaning of words in context

○ asking questions to improve their understanding
○ drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and

motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence
○ predicting what might happen from details stated and implied
○ summarising the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph,

identifying key details that support the main idea
○ identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to

meaning
● write sentences by:

○ saying out loud what they are going to write about
○ composing a sentence orally before writing it
○ sequencing sentences to form short narratives
○ re-reading what they have written to check that it makes sense

● leaving spaces between words
● joining words and joining clauses using and
● beginning to punctuate sentences using a capital letter and a full stop, question

mark or exclamation mark
● using a capital letter for names of people, places, the days of the week, and the

personal pronoun ‘I’
● describe position, direction and movement, including whole, half, quarter and

three quarter turns.
● read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+),

subtraction (–) and equals (=) signs
● represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20
● add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero
● solve one-step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete

objects and pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = –
9.

● identify and name a variety of common wild and garden plants, including
deciduous and evergreen trees

● identify and describe the basic structure of a variety of common flowering plants,
including trees.

● identify and name a variety of common wild and garden plants, including
deciduous and evergreen trees

● identify and describe the basic structure of a variety of common flowering plants,
including trees.



  
Students will first analyse this still, and begin to explore how a cartoon and real
life can be put in the same shot. We will discuss how this was revolutionary for
its time in film, as it had never been done before. This scene in Mary Poppins
holds a lot of power as to why the film was so popular. We will use this still
throughout the half term to create different pieces of art with a range of
mediums.

Arithmetic:
This half term in our STEAM Groups, we will be exploring addition and
subtraction. Each week we will build on our knowledge about both concepts
and begin to compare the two.
This week we will begin to look at subtraction and begin to compare them using
the greater than and less than symbol.

Writing display:
We will use our instruction writing for a classroom display.

Friday 17th June
Learning Experiences

Friday Big Write:

Skills:
● write sentences by:

● saying out loud what they are going to write about
● composing a sentence orally before writing it
● sequencing sentences to form short narratives



This week we will examine the song ‘Let’s Go Fly A Kite’  from Mary Poppins.
What is this song about? What characters are singing in this film? How does
the inclusion of music help us understand the story or develop it more?

Messy Maths:
This week in Messy Maths we will explore problems involving place value.

PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)
This week is our Sports Day afternoon where we will showcase all of the PE
and Track & Field skills that we have been learning.

● re-reading what they have written to check that it makes sense
● describe position, direction and movement, including whole, half, quarter and

three quarter turns.
● master basic movements including running, jumping, throwing and catching,

as well as developing balance, agility and co-ordination, and begin to apply
these in a range of activities

WEEK 3 THEME/ Hook:  London       Trip to St. Paul’s Cathedral                             Monday TEFAT Sing Event for 40 choir students
Monday 20th June - Wednesday 22nd June
Learning Experiences/Context of the film:
On Monday, Year 1’s are off to St Paul’s Cathedral. We will experience the
beautiful Cathedral that we wrote our fact files about and explore this historically
rich monument.
At the heart of this film is London - the city that we all live in. We will explore
London and discuss the different landmarks that one can spot in the film.
This week we will explore the setting of the film. We will create a list of all of the
different settings and explore how the different settings change the way the
different characters behave.

Immersion experience:
It is time to get out the Greenside VR Goggles as we are going to fly like Mary
Poppins and explore the different London landmarks. As we fly around London,
we will begin to identify what we see and make a list of the different landmarks. I
wonder what we will find on this exciting adventure of flying!

English:
Writing Experience:
One of the wonderful landmarks that we spotted when we had our VR goggles
on, was St. Paul’s Cathedral. We will begin to do research about St. Paul’s
cathedral using QR codes to send us to websites that are easy for us to gain
information from. Once we have written our notes, we will begin to organise our
facts to write a Fact File. This fact file will include features such as:

● heading
● subheading
● images and captions
● organised information
● ‘did you know…’ box

Some of our students will extend their pieces by writing a final paragraph that
brings in their own opinion - would you like to visit St Paul’s Cathedral? They will

Skills:

Independence Organisation Resilience Reflection Team Work

● matching graphemes for all phonemes
● read accurately by blending sounds
● read words with very common suffixes
● read contractions and understand purpose
● read phonics books aloud
● link reading to own experiences
● make simple predictions
● discuss the significance of events
● make inferences based on what has been said and done
● participate in discussions about the text
● name letters of the alphabet
● spell very common exception words
● spell days of the week
● use very common prefixes and suffixes
● form lower case letters correctly
● form capital letters
● compose sentences orally
● read own writing to peers and teachers
● leave spaces between words
● begon to punctuate sentences
● write from memory simple sentences dictated by the teacher
● count to and across 100, forwards and backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, or from

any given number
● count, read and write numbers to 100 in numerals; count in multiples of twos,

fives and tens
● given a number, identify one more and one less



need to use language that gives justification for their answer and say why they
would or would not like to visit St Paul’s Cathedral.
Once our pieces are finished, we will begin to publish them but before we can do
that we must go through the editing process. Year 1’s will participate in an
editing session that will focus on capital letters, full stops, cohesion and writing
clear facts.

GPS:
To use capital letters for proper nouns.

Reading Tree:
We will continue our reading tree sessions, where we read with students 3 times
a week at their individual level.
Reading Domain: 1b identify / explain key aspects of fiction and non-fiction texts,
such as characters, events, titles and information.

Maths in the Movies / STEAM:
Maths:
We will create our London Landmark art using direction skills. We will draw the
different London landmarks in a grid and write which landmark is in which spot
using the language: left, right, top, bottom or middle. Knowing these different
landmarks will help us begin to create our own London Landmark Map. This
map will be used to help us start to use the language of whole, half, quarter and
three quarter turns. We will position different landmarks on the map and use our
positional language to describe where they are in accordance with the grid.

Keeping with our theme of London, we will look at different London gardens and
the variety of plants that are growing in these places. This will lead us into our
STEAM Project which will be planting, caring for and watching sunflowers grow.
We will begin to look at what we need to do to properly care for our sunflower.
We will begin by planting our sunflower in the soil and positioning it in the right
place for optimal growth.  As the weeks go by we will make comparisons of how
different plants are growing compared to others. We will take photographs of the
different phases of the sunflowers’ life, and create a document entitled ‘The Life
Cycle of a Sunflower’ using PicCollage.

Arithmetic:
This half term in our STEAM Groups, we will be exploring addition and
subtraction. Each week we will build on our knowledge about both concepts and
begin to compare the two.
This week we will look at subtraction and how we use a number line to solve
subtraction problems, crossing 10s.

Maths display:
We will make a display using our London Landmark STEAM activities.

● identify and represent numbers using objects and pictorial representations
including the number line, and use the language of: equal to, more than, less than
(fewer), most, least

● read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+),
subtraction (–) and equals (=) signs

● represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20
● add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero
● solve one-step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete

objects and pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = –
9.

● identify and name a variety of common wild and garden plants, including
deciduous and evergreen trees

● identify and describe the basic structure of a variety of common flowering plants,
including trees.

Friday 24th June CPD Day



WEEK 4 THEME/ Hook: Suffragettes
Monday 27th June - Wednesday 29th June
Learning Experiences/Context of the film:
We will march! We will protest! We will fight for what is right! Together as a class,
we will begin to look at what the Suffragettes were fighting for. We will create
picket signs that we will use during our march across the school.

Immersion experience:
All this week we will be writing newspaper articles about the suffragette
movement and the protests that were happening. We will begin each day with
an immersive experience of role play that will give students content for their
newspaper articles.
Day 1 - We will protest outside peacefully with picket signs. The newspaper
article will be about spreading the message of ‘deeds not words’ and how
women deserve the right to vote!

Day 2 - Palace Pandemonium- Students will watch the video of Emmeline
Pankhurst being arrested outside of Buckingham Palace. Students will watch an
interview of Emmeline as she explains how she has been wrongfully arrested.
The newspaper article will be an interview about Emmeline.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBmJMR-q9hw

Day 3 - Attack - Year 1’s will go outside and pretend that they are walking
around Kew Gardens. However, what Year 1 does not know is that the
Suffragettes (Year 2) are frustrated that no one is listening to them, and they are
going to plan a route. What reaction does Year 1 have when they hear the
route? This is what Year 1 will write about.

English:
Writing Experience:
The news of the Suffragettes has been picked up by the local newspaper agent
of Greenside Primary School. Our reporters will be live on the scene to catch all
of the action that is happening with the protests. Year 1’s will begin to take notes
and report on what they are seeing live. When they return to the office (the
classroom) it will be time to take those notes and turn it into a newspaper article.
We will explore the different features of a newspaper article such as:

● headline
● facts and information
● picture and caption
● reporters name
● name of newspaper

Skills:

Independence Organisation Resilience Reflection Team Work

● using the spelling rule for adding –s or –es as the plural marker for nouns and the
third person singular marker for verbs

● write sentences by:
● saying out loud what they are going to write about
● composing a sentence orally before writing it
● sequencing sentences to form short narratives
● re-reading what they have written to check that it makes sense
● discuss what they have written with the teacher or other students
● read aloud their writing clearly enough to be heard by their peers and the teacher.
● leaving spaces between words
● joining words and joining clauses using and
● beginning to punctuate sentences using a capital letter and a full stop, question

mark or exclamation mark
● using a capital letter for names of people, places, the days of the week, and the

personal pronoun ‘I’
● drawing on what they already know or on background information and vocabulary

provided by the teacher
● checking that the text makes sense to them as they read and correcting

inaccurate reading
● discussing the significance of the title and events
● making inferences on the basis of what is being said and done
● predicting what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far
● tell the time to the hour and half past the hour and draw the hands on a clock face

to show these times.
● measure and begin to record the following: time (hours, minutes, seconds)
● read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+),

subtraction (–) and equals (=) signs
● represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20
● add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero
● solve one-step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete

objects and pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = –
9.

● identify and name a variety of common wild and garden plants, including
deciduous and evergreen trees

● identify and describe the basic structure of a variety of common flowering plants,
including trees.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBmJMR-q9hw


To challenge some students, we will begin to look at direct speech, and how that
needs to be integrated into a newspaper article to help it be more interesting and
exciting to the reader.
Our newspaper articles will come to life when we edit them and bind them
together to make an entire class newspaper. So keep an eye out for the
Greenside Gazette.

GPS:
using the spelling rule for adding –s or –es as the plural marker for nouns and
the third person singular marker for verbs.

Reading Tree:
We will continue our reading tree sessions, where we read with students 3 times
a week at their individual level.
Reading Domain: 1c identify and explain the sequence of events in texts.

Maths in the Movies / STEAM:
Maths:
Time was a critical concept to the Suffragettes. These women would use time to
organise themselves and make sure that they were at rallies and protests at a
specific time. They would use the light of Big Ben to help them know when to
meet. As a class, we will make our own Big Ben with a beautiful clock face on it.
We will use our inspiration from the Suffragettes and begin to answer time
questions to the o’clock and half past time. To extend our knowledge we will
begin to look at worded problems and how we can solve time riddles all around
the Suffragettes. Will the Suffragettes become victorious? Only time will tell.
This week we will continue our sunflower investigation. We will take a
photograph of our sunflower and begin to document the change that has
happened. We will collage these pictures in a folder titled ‘sunflower’. Students
will learn how to create a folder and move images to it. These photos will help us
to create a PicCollage entitled ‘The Life Cycle of a Sunflower’.

Arithmetic:
This half term in our STEAM Groups, we will be exploring addition and
subtraction. Each week we will build on our knowledge about both concepts and
begin to compare the two.
This week we will begin to look at subtraction and addition by comparing and
finding related facts. We will use the bar model to begin to explore related facts
such as 5 + 6 = 11 and 11- 6 = 5. What do we notice about these number
sentences and how can the bar model help us to visualise these number facts?



Friday 1st July
Learning Experiences
Friday Big Write:
This week we will examine the song ‘Sister Suffragette’ which is sung by
Winifred Banks.  What does this song mean? Why are they singing in? How
does this song make you feel? What emotions does it bring out in you?

Messy Maths:
This week in Messy Maths we will explore problems with time to the hour and
the half past.

PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)
This half-term we will be working on our athletic skills, in preparation for our
Greenside Sports Day. Our Athletics focus will be hurdles, standing jump and
howler throw. Students will look at different techniques and strategies to help
them prepare for these athletic events.

Skills:
● Name letters of the alphabet
● Spell very common ‘exception’ words
● Use very common prefixes & suffixes
● Form lower case letters correctly
● Form capital letters & digits
● Compose sentences orally before writing
● Read own writing to peers or teachers
● tell the time to the hour and half past the hour and draw the hands on a clock face to

show these times.
● measure and begin to record the following: time (hours, minutes, seconds)
● master basic movements including running, jumping, throwing and catching, as well

as developing balance, agility and co-ordination, and begin to apply these in a range
of activities

WEEK 5 THEME/ Hook: Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious
Monday 4th July - Wednesday 6th July
Learning Experiences/Context of the film:
When one thinks of Mary Poppins, surely the song
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious is the first thing that comes to mind! This song
amazes us with the way that Mary Poppins is able to come up with her own
word and give it meaning. This magic of words is what we will replicate this
week.

Immersion experience:
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious is a big tongue twister! This immersive
experience will be all about tongue twisters. Can we create our own tongue
twisters? What tongue twisters do we hear in the film? Are we able to say a
tongue twister quickly in comparison to the others in our class?  We will certainly
have a good laugh trying!

Skills:

Independence Organisation Resilience Reflection Team Work

● write sentences by:
● saying out loud what they are going to write about
● composing a sentence orally before writing it
● sequencing sentences to form short narratives
● re-reading what they have written to check that it makes sense
● discuss what they have written with the teacher or other students
● read aloud their writing clearly enough to be heard by their peers and the teacher.
● leaving spaces between words
● joining words and joining clauses using and



English:
Writing Experience:
We will begin our writing session by having fun with the word
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious. We will see how many different words we can
make with that word itself. Who is able to make the smallest word? Who is able
to make the word that is the longest? Who can make a word with 5 syllables?

Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious is a nonsense word that has been given
meaning because of the film Mary Poppins. In Year 1 we will now look at how
we can create our own nonsense words. Students will create their own
nonsense word and give it meaning by making a dictionary page. On our
dictionary page we will write the word, give it a definition, use it in a sentence
and classify it as being a verb or a noun. Once we have all created a dictionary
page, we will make an amazing Year 1 dictionary by putting the pages in
alphabetical order. This class dictionary will be put in our book corner for
everyone to read!

GPS:
This week we will explore the difference between a verb and a noun. This will
help us in creating our dictionary page and classifying our word into verbs or
nouns.

Reading Tree:
We will continue our reading tree sessions, where we read with students 3 times
a week at their individual level.
Reading Domain: 1d make inferences from the text.

Maths in the Movies / STEAM:
Maths:
When we hear the word Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious, we are constantly
comparing it to words that we already know. What does the word mean? Does it
mean something similar to a word that we are already used to? We will use this
idea of comparison to begin to look at comparing time. We will start to look at
what value of time is the longest or shortest and put it in order. Is a day longer
than a year? Is a minute longer than an hour? We must compare! We will extend
our knowledge and begin to use our reasoning skills to answer time worded
problems.
This week we will continue our art project. We will move on from our analysation
of the still, and begin to recreate the still with water colours. We will go over the
strokes that we looked at last term and remind ourselves of how we must not
use too much water when creating our art. We will focus on the foreground and
background when recreating our piece. This will be art that Mary Poppins herself
would be proud of!

Arithmetic:

● beginning to punctuate sentences using a capital letter and a full stop, question
mark or exclamation mark

● using a capital letter for names of people, places, the days of the week, and the
personal pronoun ‘I’

● drawing on what they already know or on background information and vocabulary
provided by the teacher

● checking that the text makes sense to them as they read and correcting
inaccurate reading

● discussing the significance of the title and events
● making inferences on the basis of what is being said and done
● predicting what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far
● tell the time to the hour and half past the hour and draw the hands on a clock face

to show these times.
● measure and begin to record the following: time (hours, minutes, seconds)
● to use a range of materials creatively to design and make products
● to develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, pattern,

texture, line, shape, form and space
● about the work of a range of artists, craft makers and designers, describing the

differences and similarities between different practices and disciplines, and
making links to their own work.

● read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+),
subtraction (–) and equals (=) signs

● represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20
● add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero
● solve one-step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete

objects and pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = –
9.

● to use a range of materials creatively to design and make products
● to use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share their ideas,

experiences and imagination
● to develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, pattern,

texture, line, shape, form and space
● about the work of a range of artists, craft makers and designers, describing the

differences and similarities between different practices and disciplines, and
making links to their own work.



This half term in our STEAM Groups, we will be exploring addition and
subtraction. Each week we will build on our knowledge about both concepts and
begin to compare the two.
This week we will look at worded problems. What words tell us that we need to
add and what words tell us that we need to subtract? We will create a table of
these different words and start to answer simply worded addition and subtraction
worded problems.

Friday 8th July                 TEFAT Arts Shared Events Day Comedy Theatre
Learning Experiences

Friday Big Write:
This week we will examine the song ‘Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious’. What
does this song mean? Why are they singing it? How does this song make you
feel? What is happening in the film when this song is being sung?

Messy Maths:
In Messy Maths we will look at problems comparing time.

PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)
This half-term we will be working on our athletic skills, in preparation for our
Greenside Sports Day. Our Athletics focus will be hurdles, standing jump and
howler throw. Students will look at different techniques and strategies to help
them prepare for these athletic events.

Skills:
● write sentences by:

● saying out loud what they are going to write about
● composing a sentence orally before writing it
● sequencing sentences to form short narratives
● re-reading what they have written to check that it makes sense
● tell the time to the hour and half past the hour and draw the hands on a clock

face to show these times.
● measure and begin to record the following: time (hours, minutes, seconds)
● master basic movements including running, jumping, throwing and catching,

as well as developing balance, agility and co-ordination, and begin to apply
these in a range of activities

WEEK 6 THEME/ Hook:   The Banks  DC6
Monday 11th July - Wednesday 13th July
Learning Experiences/Context of the film:
Welcome to Mr Banks’ Bank! Our classroom will be transformed into a living,
working bank where we will begin to explore the concepts of money, including
buying and selling.

Immersion experience:

Skills:

Independence Organisation Resilience Reflection Team Work

● using the prefix un–
● listening to and discussing a wide range of poems, stories and non-fiction at a

level beyond that at which they can read independently



When Year 1’s walk into their classroom, it will not be the normal Year 1 learning
environment - no - it will be transformed into a proper place of business. It will be
a bank! Students will have an opportunity to work with money and challenge
themselves to buy and sell.

English:
Writing Experience:
Money can often play a very big role in our lives, even at a young age. In our
bank, we will look at the idea of becoming critical consumers and decide what
we need versus what we want, and understand the important role that money
plays in our lives and where money comes from. We will look at these concepts
by writing a list and sharing our ideas as a class. In the end, students will create
their own list of needs vs wants and will use the word ‘because’ to justify their
decisions.

GPS:
This week we will look at the prefix un- and how we can add it to words.

Reading Tree:
We will continue our reading tree sessions, where we read with students 3 times
a week at their individual level.
Reading Domain: 1e predict what might happen on the basis of what has been
read so far.

Maths in the Movies / STEAM:
Maths:
This week you will see our classroom transform into Mr Banks’ Bank. We will
have bank tellers as well as customers.
To begin the day, all students will be given the same amount of money, which
they are responsible for and must carry around with them. The students must
follow the rules of the classroom and if they do not, they will be fined a specific
amount that they will have to pay to Mrs Banks (Ms. Vandepas). At the end of
the day, they will calculate how much money they have left.
To carry on, we will explore how we can make different amounts using different
coins. What coins would we need to use to make 5p? What coins do we need to
use to make 12p? This is the type of work that a banker, just like Mr. Banks
would need to do and therefore we must do. Let the banking begin. We will
participate with Year 2 in this activity, as they will be the bank tellers, giving us
the correct change that we need.

This week we will complete our ‘Life Cycle of a Sunflower’ project. We will take a
final picture of our sunflower and begin to create our PicCollage on the different
phases. Although the sunflower will not be fully grown at this point, students will
have to make predictions on what it will look like in the future, and add that
image to their PicCollage.

● being encouraged to link what they read or hear read to their own experiences
● becoming very familiar with key stories, fairy stories and traditional tales, retelling

them and considering their particular characteristics
● recognising and joining in with predictable phrases
● learning to appreciate rhymes and poems, and to recite some by heart
● discussing word meanings, linking new meanings to those already known
● continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of books
● reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of

purposes
● increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books
● recommending books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for their

choices
● identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide range of

writing
● making comparisons within and across books
● learning a wider range of poetry by heart
● preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding

through intonation, tone and volume so that the meaning is clear to an audience
● understand what they read by:

○ checking that the book makes sense to them, discussing their
understanding and exploring the meaning of words in context

○ asking questions to improve their understanding
○ drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and

motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence
○ predicting what might happen from details stated and implied
○ summarising the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph,

identifying key details that support the main idea
○ identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to

meaning
● read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+),

subtraction (–) and equals (=) signs
● represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20
● add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero
● solve one-step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete

objects and pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = –
9.



Arithmetic:
This half term in our STEAM Groups, we will be exploring addition and
subtraction. Each week we will build on our knowledge about both concepts and
begin to compare the two.
This week we will continue to look at worded problems. What words tell us that
we need to add and what words tell us that we need to subtract? We will create
a table of these different words and start to answer simply worded addition and
subtraction worded problems.

Friday 15th July
Learning Experiences

Friday Big Write:
This week we will dissect the song ‘A British Bank’ which is sung by Mr.
Banks and his employers. What does this song talk about? Why are they
singing in? How does this song make you feel? What emotions does it
bring out in you?

Messy Maths:
This week in Messy Maths we will explore money.

PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)
This half-term we will be working on our athletic skills, in preparation for our
Greenside Sports Day. Our Athletics focus will be hurdles, standing jump and
howler throw. Students will look at different techniques and strategies to help
them prepare for these athletic events.

Skills:
● write sentences by:

● saying out loud what they are going to write about
● composing a sentence orally before writing it
● sequencing sentences to form short narratives
● re-reading what they have written to check that it makes sense

WEEK 7 THEME/ Hook:    Music with Mary              Graduations & Performance Week
Monday 18th July - Wednesday 20th July
Learning Experiences/Context of the film: Skills:



With this being our final week of Mary Poppins and our final week in Year 1, we
will take time to enjoy the music of the film as well as creating our own musical
lyrics to incorporate into our production of Mary Poppins.

Immersion experience:
We will immerse ourselves in the wonderful music of Mary Poppins and
showcase our own versions of the song in a Mary Poppins concert, along with
Year 1. Let the singing begin!

English:
Writing Experience:
In order to write our own lyrics, we must begin by having an understanding of
how music is written. This week we will focus on learning the Solfege by singing
‘Do Re Me’.  With learning this song, we will begin to discuss the idea of pitch
and how music is made of lower and higher pitches and recognising pitch in the
songs that we sing.
We will choose a familiar song from the film and change the lyrics of the chorus
and share our new lyrics with the class.  We will continue this musical journey by
creating instruments that we will incorporate into an excerpt of the script and
turning it into a musical by singing the lines.

GPS:
This week we will look at syllables and begin to understand that in order to make
words into lyrics, syllables play a big part in making sure the rhythm of the music
is correct. We will use syllables to help us create our songs.

Reading Tree:
We will continue our reading tree sessions, where we read with students 3 times
a week at their individual level.
Reading Domain: 1e predict what might happen on the basis of what has been
read so far.

Maths in the Movies / STEAM:
Maths:
This is our final week with Mary Poppins, and it is time for her to go off and be
with another family. She must be at her new family's house at a certain time and
she needs our help figuring out the different times. In class this week, we will
explore time and begin to compare it with days of the week and time to the hour
and half an hour. We will use our knowledge of digital time, as well as days of
the week time, to create a schedule for Mary Poppins. This schedule will let
Mary know which house she needs to be at first, second, third and fourth.
Good luck Mary, we hope you are just as successful with your new family.

Independence Organisation Resilience Reflection Team Work

● continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of books
● reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of

purposes
● increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books
● recommending books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for their

choices
● identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide range of

writing
● making comparisons within and across books
● learning a wider range of poetry by heart
● preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding

through intonation, tone and volume so that the meaning is clear to an audience
● understand what they read by:

○ checking that the book makes sense to them, discussing their
understanding and exploring the meaning of words in context

○ asking questions to improve their understanding
○ drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and

motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence
○ predicting what might happen from details stated and implied
○ summarising the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph,

identifying key details that support the main idea
○ identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to

meaning
● write sentences by:

○ saying out loud what they are going to write about
○ composing a sentence orally before writing it
○ sequencing sentences to form short narratives
○ re-reading what they have written to check that it makes sense

● leaving spaces between words
● joining words and joining clauses using and
● beginning to punctuate sentences using a capital letter and a full stop, question

mark or exclamation mark
● using a capital letter for names of people, places, the days of the week, and the

personal pronoun ‘I’
● read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+),
● time (hours, minutes, seconds)
● sequence events in chronological order using language [for example, before and

after, next, first, today, yesterday, tomorrow, morning, afternoon and evening
● recognise and use language relating to dates, including days of the week, weeks,

months and years
● tell the time to the hour and half past the hour and draw the hands on a clock face

to show these times.



Friday 22nd July
Learning Experiences

Friday Big Write:
This week we will examine the song ‘Feed The Birds’. What does this song talk
about? Why are they singing it? How does this song make you feel? What
emotions does it bring out in you?

Messy Maths:
In Messy Maths this week we will be comparing time.

PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)
This half-term we will be working on our athletic skills, in preparation for our
Greenside Sports Day. Our Athletics focus will be hurdles, standing jump and
howler throw. Students will look at different techniques and strategies to help
them prepare for these athletic events.

Skills:
● write sentences by:

● saying out loud what they are going to write about
● composing a sentence orally before writing it
● sequencing sentences to form short narratives
● re-reading what they have written to check that it makes sense
● time (hours, minutes, seconds)
● sequence events in chronological order using language [for example, before

and after, next, first, today, yesterday, tomorrow, morning, afternoon and
evening

● recognise and use language relating to dates, including days of the week,
weeks, months and years

● tell the time to the hour and half past the hour and draw the hands on a clock
face to show these times.




